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Abstract 
Let {X., n/> 1} be a stationary sequence of associated random variables satisfying 
E(X1) = I~, E (X  2) < oo and (VarS,)/n ~ a 2 as n ~ ~.  In this paper, an estimator o fa  2 based 
on the subseries values using overlapping blocks is studied. A central imit theorem related to 
this estimator is obtained. 
Keywords: Dependent variables; Associated sequences; Variance of partial sums; Estimation 
1. Introduction 
A sequence {X,, n ~> 1 } of random variables is called associated if 
Cov [ f (X l  . . . . .  X,) ,  g(X l  . . . . .  X,)] ~> 0 
for every n ~> 1, whenever f, g: R" ~ R are coordinatewise nondecreasing. 
Let {X,, n ~> 1} be a stationary associated sequence of random variables with 
E(X I )  =/~ and E(X  2) < ~.  I f~= 2 Cov(Xx ,  Xi) < o0, then (VarS.) /n ~ tr z where 
a z= Var(X1)+ 2~=aCov(X1,X i  ), and the well-known central limit theorem 
(Newman and Wright, 1981) gives the rate of convergence ofthe sample mean X. to/~, 
i.e., 
n(X .  - o 
~2 , N(O, 1), (1.1) 
D ~, denotes convergence in distribu- where N(0, 1) is a standard normal variable and 
tion. However, a is not known in practice and needs to be estimated from the data in 
order to make the central imit theorem applicable. 
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The aim of this paper is to investigate the consistency of an estimator of tr and to 
study the speed of this convergence by establishing a central imit theorem related to 
the estimator. 
Let {f,, n >/1} be a sequence of positive integers with 1 ~< fin ~ n. Set 
Sj(k) = Z~+=~+ 1 Xi,  X ,  = l /n  E~= 1 Xi. We now introduce the estimator to be studied 
(write f = ~,). 
1 [ ~e ISd(f_)--fX.I1 
8"=n-~ j=o x/7 _1" (1.2) 
This estimator is related to the estimator of the variance derived by Kiinsch (1989, 
relation 3.9) by using the jackknife procedure and also to Carlstein's (1986) estimator 
of the variance which was based rather on nonoverlapping blocks. Our estimator is
based on absolute value rather than square and it has a finite variance even for 
distributions which have only two moments. The estimator (1.2) was studied by 
Peligrad and Shao (1992) for mixing sequences of random variables. The following 
theorems give the weak and almost sure consistency of B, to tr v /~.  
Theorem 1.1. Let  {X, ,  n >>. 1} be a stationary associated sequence of  random variables 
satisfying E(X1)  = It, E (X  2) < oo. Let ~. = o(n) as n ~ oo. Assume 
Cov(X1, Xi )< ~.  (1.3) 
i=2 
Then 
B, ~ tr~/2/rt in L 2 as n ~ ~.  (1.4) 
Theorem 1.2. I f  in addition to the conditions of Theorem 1.1 we assume ~. = 0 (n/Oog n) 2) 
as n ~ ~,  the convergence in (1.4) is also in the almost sure sense. 
The next theorem provides information on the rate of convergence ofB, to aV/~.  
Theorem 1.3. Under the conditions of  Theorem 1.1, we have 
1 {S +(f)-E(S 7(f))} ~N 0,~(5~-8) 
~/~f Lj=O 
]o ) 1 {s~- (~) - E(s?(~))} , N 0 ,~(5~ - 8) 
~j'n( Lj=O 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.3 we have 
as n~ oo, (1.5) 
as n ~ oo . (1.6) 
Corollary 1.4. Under the conditions of  Theorem 1.1 for  every x > 0 
l imP w/~ >Ax <<.3P( INI>x) ,  (1.7) 
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where N is a standard normal variable and 
A \~/ 2re +1 a. 
Remark 1.5. By taking into account hat El So(f) - fl~l/x/f --* ax /~ as f ~ ~ the 
relation (1.7) can be used to derive confidence intervals for a. An important question is 
to determine an optimal value for f .  to be used in this construction so as to balance 
the speed of convergence in distribution which is of order x /~ against he bias 
E I So (f) - fP l /x/~ - a x /~.  The size of f ,  is tractable in particular problems under 
additional information on the moments and of the size of covariances and should be 
studied for each individual problem separately. The specific example of an AR(1) 
process is discussed in Section 4. 
2. Preliminary results 
The proofs of the theorems require some preliminary lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. Let {Xn, n >>, 1} be an associated sequence of random variables and let 
Si(f) be defined as above. Then for i, j >~ 0 
Cov [I s,(f)l, I Sj(Ot ] <Cov [s,(f), s j (o],  
CovES, + (f), s; (f)] <Cov ES,(O, sj(f)], 
Cov ES,- (~), s; (~)] <Cov ES,(f), s~(f)]. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 2.1 is an immediate consequence of the definition of 
association. [] 
Lemma 2.2. 
f (X )  = X+; f (X )  = X- .  Then, under the conditions of Theorem 1.1, 1[ 1 
lim ? ~ Cov f , f  
= f~ CovEf(aW(1)), f(a(W(1 + t ) -  W(t))]dt, 
where (W(t), t >~ O) denotes the Wiener process. 
Let f :R  ~R denote one of the following three functions: f (X )= IXl; 
(2.4) 
Proof. The proof of this lemma follows the line of proof in Peligrad and Shao (1992), 
but we give it here for completeness. We put 
_ SE2ft] wAt) ~,  O~t~l. 
310 
Then we can write 
m 
Sin(g) = x /2a(We(1 /2  + t) - We(t)), ~ ~< t < - -  
where0~<m-N<E-1  and 
f{So(~)'~ 1 ~l ~f((S,.(E))~ _ E f ( (S . ( f )~  
t, )7.=ot t ,/7 / t , /7/} 
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m+l  
2f ' 
=f(x /~aWe(1 /2) )  2d [f(,v/2~r(We(1/2 + t) 
m=0 m/2f <~ t < m + l/2~ 
-- We(t))) - E f (x /~a(We(1 /2  + t) - We(t)))] dt 
= 2 [ f (x / r2~we(1/2) ) ( f (w/2e(We(1/2  + t) - We(t))) 
- E f ( ,d r2G(We(1 /2  + t) - We(t)))]  dt. (2.5) 
Under the conditions of Theorem 1.1, we have the invariance principle (Newman and 
Wright, 1981), i.e., 
Stntl x/~a converges weakly to W(t) as n ~ oo, 
where {W(t), 0 ~< t ~< 1} is a standard Wiener process. 
Applying the invariance principle to (2.5), we have 
2 [ f (x / r2awe(1 /2) ) ( f (w/2a(We(1 /2  + t) - We(t)) 
- E ( f (x /5~(We(1 /2  + t )  - We(t)))] dt 
fl/2 D 2 [ f (x /~aW(1/2) ) ( f (x /2a(W(1/2  + t) - W(t ) ) )  
0 
-- E f (x / /2a(W(1/2  + t) - W(t)))] dt (2.6) 
as n ~ oo. On the other hand, 
f[" So(d)'~ 1 d~l r f  Sm(~) x~ 
being the CesAro sum of uniformly integrable random variables, is uniformly integr- 
able. Therefore by (2.6) we have 
S --+ 2E f (x / r2~W(1/2) ) ( f (x / r2a(W(1/2  + t ) -  W(t ) )  
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-E f (w/2a(W(1/2  + t ) -  W(t)))dt 
= 2 Cov(f(x/2aW(1/2)) ,  f (x~a(W(1/2  + t) - W(t)))dt 
j" 
= Cov(f(a(W(1)) ,  f (a (W(1  + t) - W(t)))dt. (2.7) 
o 
Here, in the last identity we have used a well-known property of Wiener process, i.e. 
{W(t), t >/0} ~ {x//2W(t/2), t >~ 0}. [] 
Lemma 2.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.1, we have 
lim Var ~, ISj(f 
n--, oo j=O 
f I = 2 a2Cov[IW(1)l,(IW(1 + t ) -  W(t))l]dt. (2.8) 
0 
Proof. 
nf2Var  ]Sj(E)[ = ~(n- f )Var ( ISo( f ){ )  
j=O 
2 . -{ -  1 n-{  
+ ~-~ 2 2 Cov(ISM)l, Isj(~)l). 
i=0 j=i+l 
= Ix + 212. (2.9) 
For condition (1.3), it follows that 
11=O\  nf  2 ] which tends to 0 asn~ ~.  (2.10) 
Now, select u = u, such that u, ~ ~ and u, = o(f , )  as n ~ ~ and consider I2: 
.(_~_l[-n-2,(-l[ i+f-1 n-2g  i+/+u 
12 "~" n f2  E E C°v(lSi(f)l ,  ISJ(f){) + E E Cov(Si(f), S j ( f ) )  
i=0 j=i+l i=0 j=i+l 
n-2g n-t n-¢--i n--f -I 
+ y~ y~ Cov(S,(E), sj(l)) + ~ y~ Cov(S,(/), sj(f)) ] 
i=O j= i+u+f+l  i=n-2[+l j=i+l 
1 
- nf  2 [J1 -+- J2 4- J3 + J4]. (2.11) 
We shall prove that the limiting behavior of 12 is determined by J1 while the 
contribution of other terms is negligible. 
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By association and stationarity 
n--2t" n--E n -2# n -¢ - i  
J~ = Y~ Y~ Cov(S,(0, sj(~)) = Y~ Y, Cov(So(~), sj(~)) 
i=0 j--i+E+u+l i=0 j=~'+u+1 
~< nCov So(~), ~ Sj(E) ~< n~ 2 Cov(X1,  Xj ) .  
j=g+u+l  j=u+l  
Allowing n ~ ~ and using (1.3), we see that 
J 3  
- -~0 asn~ ~.  n~ 2 
Again, by association and stationarity 
n-2# i+C+u n-2E I+u 
J~ = E y~ Cov(S,(~), sj(~)) = E E Cov(So(t), sic)) 
i=O j=i+t" i=0 j=g 
- t~+u 1  .ut.2 Cov(X,,Xj). 
Hence, by the fact that u. = o(~.) as n ~ oo, and (1.3), we have 
J2 
- -~0 asn~ oo. 
nt ~2 
Now 
J4 
n-#- I  n -~ n -#- i  n -g - i  
Y, Y~ Cov(S,(~), sic)) = Y~ 2 
i=n--2~+l j=i+l i=n-2#+l j=l 
Cov(So(~), s j(1)) 
y~ Cov So¢), 2 sj(~ ~<l Y, Cov So(C), xj 
i=n- -2~+l  j= l  i=n- -2~+l  j= ._l 
t 3 ~ Cov(X,,Xi). 
j=2 
Hence, by using (1.3), and the fact that ( = o(n) as n ~ o0, we have 
J 4  ----~0 asn- - -~ oo 
nf2 
n-2t '  i+t ' - i  n -2¢ ' -1  g' - I  
Jx = Z Z Cov(ISM)l, ISj(~)l)= ~ ~ Cov(ISo(¢)l, ISj(W)l). 
i=0 j= i+ l  i=0 j= l  
We note that 
J1  t -1  (ISo(~)l, ISj(OI) 
l im~=l im ~ Cov ~2 
n~ao ¢'~oo j=O 
The proof of Lemma 2.3 follows from Lemma 2.2 and (2.9)-(2.14). []  
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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In a similar manner, using the method of the proof of Lemma 2.3 and using the 
results of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we can establish the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.1 
lim ~5 Var Sj + (•) 
n~oo j 
= 2 f j  aZfov[W+(1),(W(1 + t) - W(t))+]dt, (2.15) 
l im~Var  2 $7 (#) 
n~oo j=O 
= 2 f j  a2fov[W-(1) , (W(1 + t) - W(t))-]dt. (2.16) 
Lemma 2.4. Let {W(t), t ~> 0} be a standard Wiener process. Then 
Coy [aW + (1), a(W(1 + t) - W(t)) + ] dt = ~ (5n - 8), (2.17) 
Coy [aW- (1), a(W (1 + t) - W(t))- ] dt = ~ (5n - 8). (2.18) 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is elementary and left to the reader. [] 
Lemma 2.5. (Newman and Wright, 1981). Suppose X1 . . .X I  are associated finite 
variance random variables with joint and marginal characteristic functions, 
~b(rl . . . . .  rm) and q~s(r), respectively; then 
qb(rl, ..., rm) -- [I ~bj(rj) ~ 1/2 2 2 Irjl IrklCov(Xs, Xk). (2.19) 
j= l  l<~j#:k<~rn 
3. Proof of the theorems 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Condition (1.3) implies the central imit theorem for S,, i.e., 
S, -- n# 
,N(0, a z) asn~ oo. 
In order to establish the convergence in L2 we notice that since # = (. = o(n) as 
n~ ~,wehave  
( (X" -#)2~0 asn~ ~.  (3.1) E 
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Hence, it suffices to show that 
1 "-tlS~(t)-l!al-ocrx/~inLz asn~ oo. (3.2) . -  
On the other hand, by the central imit theorem for S., which holds under (1.3), we 
have 
Sj(~) - ~# --. t rx /~ as f ~ oo. (3.3) 
Thus, in order to establish Theorem 1.1, we need to show that 
Var [~ lS j (E ) - f !a l l=o(n2  ) as n~ oo (3.4) 
j=o N//E 
and this follows from Lemma 2.3. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2 
For establishing the almost sure convergence, we shall apply first the maximal 
inequality of Newman and Wright (relation 12, 1981): For every x > 0, 
P [ max lS' - ES'l >>" x + ~ l <<" 2 Var <., X2 (3.5) 
This, in combination with the Borel-Cantelli emma and subsequence method on the 
subsequence ak= 2 k, implies 
IS, - n#l 
lim ~q72-]-o~ - 0 a.s., (3.6) 
/1 ~ or3 
which, under the condition imposed to ~ = e~, in Theorem 1.2, implies 
v/-~(X, -/~) --* 0 a.s. as n --* oo. (3.7) 
This proves that it is enough to show that the convergence in (3.2) is almost sure, too. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that # = 0. By (2.15) 
Var j=o------~_l = O ~ asnooo .  (3.8) 
Therefore, once again, by the maximal inequality taking into account hat Sk + (~) is an 
associated sequence in k we have 
P max - O t . r  < .  ~< 2 '+` n ~ k= 0 N/r~ > e = as  j ---} oo .  (3 .9)  
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Now we notice that 
, 1 > ] 
~< ~ P max - -  > g (3.10) 
j=[log2 N] -  1 t '<n~<2 s+l j=O N/~" 
and by the above considerations it follows that 
1 "-t*(Sf({)- ESf([)) +0 a.s. n--+ oo. (3.11) -+,~o ~/~ n - .= 
Similarly 
1 "-t* (ST ([) -  EST([)) +0 a.s. n~ oo, (3.12) 
n 
and we have the desired result by adding the two sequences. 
We will now prove Theorem 1.3. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. 
Let us divide each of (1/v/[)£~.-o e (Sf([)-EST(+)) and (1/x/~) 
n--t* Y4=o ($7 (t~) - ES]- (?)) into (k. + 1) blocks where [(n - f)/E] = k.. Each of the first 
k. blocks has [ elements and the last block has n - ? - k.? elements. (Write k. = k.) 
Let 
i -1  
v+= E + {S<,_,),+s(d ) - E(S<+_,)++i(•))}, 1 ~ i ~< k., (3.13) 
j= 0 
#-1  
V~- = ~ {S<7-,)+++([) - E(S<7_,>+++([))}, 1 ~< i ~< k,, (3.14) 
.j= 0 
d -1  
Vi = ~: {S<,_,>++j([) - E(S<i-,)++/([))}, 1 ~< i ~< k,. (3.15) 
j=O 
By Lemma 2.5, we have 
Eeit(Y::'v7)- [I Eei'<v+> <~2 ~, C°v(V?,Vf), (3.16) 
j= l  l <<. i#j~k 
Eeit(~::, vf)_ ~I Eeit(vT) <~  ~_~ ~_, Coy(V/- ,  VT). (3.17) 
j= l  l <~ i :b j <<. k 
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We will first show that the variance of the last block approaches zero as n ~ ~.  By 
association, stationarity and Lemma 2.1 we have 
F 1 "-~ Var [ _~,~l{Sf  (f)- ESf (d)} ] 
V 1 . - /  
~< Var l_~--~ ,~ {S'(g)} ]
~< VarV[~--~l j--~O'-1 {Sj(~)} ] (3.18) 
which approaches 0 as n ~ ~ by Lemma 2.2, since ~ = o(n) as n ~ ~.  
By (3.16) and (3.17), as n ---, ~ ,  we have 
E e(it/"/~e)(Z~ S  V+) _ H Ee(it/~-~ov? 
j=l 
2t 2 _ 
E Cov(v, +,v;) 
l <~i~j<~k 
2t2 -- ~ Cov(Vi, ej) 
~ ~ L l ~i~j<<k 
= (-5 Var V~ - Var (Vi) 
i=l i=1 
=t2FVar(~,j-eoSj(ve)) kVar V1 ] 
L nf2 nf2 
~0 as n~ ~ by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. (3.19) 
We will complete the proof of (1.5) by showing that [-I~= t EeitV;/'/~t converges to the 
characteristic function of a normal random variable as n -~ ~.  Let U j,., 1 ~< j ~< k,, 
be a triangular array of independent random variables uch that each Uj., is distrib- 
uted as Vf/x/~d. 
We will show that {U j,.} satisfies the Lindeberg condition. Since 
1 k 
Var [~=i Ui,.] j=i ~ E {U~,.I{Ivj,.I > ~(varZ~vj,.)~} } 
1 
- Var U1---~ E {Uf, nI{ftq,.I > c(VarZ}=l Ujm)i/2} , 
it suffices to show that 
1 U 2 } is uniformly integrable. 
Var-gl,n 1,n 
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By Lemma 2.2 and by the fact that UI,. is distributed as V +/x/~f is equivalent to the 
uniform inequality of 
E {s?( . _j=O 
Now with the notation Zj = Sf  (() - ESj- (f), 0 <. j <~ m, 
f31 [#~ 1 ]2 7S1/-lo 2# 2I-1 j= i+1 - -  = Z~ + ~5 Z E Z,Zj. (3.20) L =o {s+ - Es?  j=Z ,=o 
By the central imit theorem for S,, {Zi/x/(} is uniformly square integrable and 
hence {Zi/x/{" Zj/x/~} is uniformly integrable. The expression i the relation (3.20)is 
a Cesfiro sum of uniformly integrable random variables and hence is itself uniformly 
integrable. The proof of (1.5) is complete. Expression (1.6) can be proved in a 
similar way. 
4. Application 
The results obtained in this paper give an asymptotic justification for the use of 
B, to approximate a 2 = l im..  ~ (var S,)/n. This estimator is consistent in L2 for any 
selection of f .  ---, 0, ( ,  = o(n). However the performance of this estimator will be 
influenced by the particular choice of f. .  As pointed out in Remark 1.5 the speed of 
this convergence in distribution depends on two components, the standard eviation 
of the estimator as well as the BIAS = EISo(f) - f / t l /x / (  - ax /~.  The standard 
deviation of B. is on the order of w/~ and will increase with f, while our intuition 
tells us that the BIAS should decrease with f. Therefore, the selection of f should be 
made in such a way as to achieve the same order for both components, tandard 
deviation of B, and BIAS. 
One way to estimate the BIAS is to use a nonuniform distance to describe the error 
in the CLT. These types of bounds are well known and they are due to many authors, 
but for an easy reference we shall refer to Hall's book (1982). 
As pointed out also in Peligrad and Shao (1992) we believe the estimator (1.2) is new 
even in the independent case. We will give here as an example an AR(1) sequence 
defined next. Notice that for ~b ~> 0 the sequence is associated. 
Example 4.1. Let {~i, i >~ 1} be an i.i.d, sequence such that E~I : 0, E~ -=- 1 and 
EI~ll 2+~ < oe for some 0 < 6 ~< 1. Define Zo = 0 and Zi = OZi-1 + ~i for i/> 1 
n 2 where 14~1 < 1. Denote by S, =y,i=lZi and a, =varS . .  Then l im. .~a2/n)= 
1/(1 - ~b) 2 and 
, /7  (1 - = o (4.1) 
In order to prove (4.1) we shall use the following proposition. 
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Propos i t ion  4.2. Let { ~, i >>, 1} be an i.i.d, sequence of random variables such that 
E~I = O, E~ 2 = 1 and E I~I[ 2 +6 < ~ for some 0 < 6 <<, 1. Assume a.i are real numbers 
2 such that y,~= l a.i = 1 and maxl ~< i ~< n l a,il ~ 0 as n ~ oo. Denote by 7". = Y~"i= 1a.i~i. 
Then there is a universal constant Ca > 0 such that for every n >>- 1 
I E I T.I - x/~ ] <~ Ca j~=I la.~12+aEl~,l z+n. (4.2) 
Proof. This proposition is a trivial consequence of Theorem 2.6 as stated in Hall 
(1992, p. 162). We have only to notice that under the conditions of Proposit ion 4.2, for 
a certain universal constant C2 > 0 we have 
C2 L [a.il2+a El~x[ z+a IP(T. <~ x) - P(N(0, 1) ~< x)l ~< (1 + x2- - -~ ,=a 
for every x and every n/> 1. 
Now (4.2) follows from (4.3) after integrating on x. []  
Proof  of (4.1). Let us first notice that the following representation holds. 
where 
Sn L ani~i, 
¢7n i= a 
and 
2 L (1 - ck"-i+a) z
= 
i=a  
(1 -~b n-i+a) 
ant = 
(1 - ~)a 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
- -  - ~< Cx ,=IL \ (1 -- ~b)o'. ,/ EIGIZ+a 
v /~ / ~ ~ ca _a+,,, 
o. t~-q~)2+~ 
By (4.4) we can easily get 
(1 _14)) 2 
2 
n(1 - 403 
(4.5) 
EI__S.I 
O" n 
whence 
I EIS. I  
n 2 Notice that y~= 1 a.i = 1 and sup1 ~<i ~<, la.d ~< 1/(1 - ~b)tr, converges to 0 as n ~ oo. 
By Proposit ion 4.2 we obtain 
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and by the trivial inequality Ix -y l  2 ~< dlx 2 -y21 for a certain constant d and for 
every x and y we have 
I°'" 1 ] x/~-d (4.6, 
x/~ (1 -- q~---~ ~< n 1/2 (1 - ~b) 3/2" 
Now the result follows from (4.5) and (4.6). [] 
Remark 4.3. Under the conditions from Example 4.1, we notice that by Corollary 2.1 
= O(x / /~  and by (4.1) the BIAS = O(E-~/2). Therefore the selection for 
( in order to minimize the sum of the two components i ? = O(n 1/cl +~I), if moments 
of order 2 + 6 are finite, 0 < 6 ~< 1. 
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